
biotin labeling of the 4.3-kbp molecules and
gel electrophoresis. An additional specific
band (marked by a red arrow) that was absent
in the control reactions is shown in Fig. 4A.
By excising the additional band from the gel,
extracting the DNA, and spreading it on a
solid support, we verified that the specific
band comprises DNA junctions. AFM images
of such a junction are shown in Fig. 4C.
These junctions can serve as a template for a
three-terminal device.

The realization of sequence-specific mo-
lecular lithography constitutes an important
step toward integrated DNA-templated elec-
tronics. Homologous recombination by RecA
operates on scales varying between a few
bases (nanometers) to thousands of bases
(micrometers) with essentially single-base
accuracy (�0.3 nm). Thus, our molecular
lithography can operate on a broad range of
length scales with essentially nanometer res-
olution. The various molecular lithography
processes demonstrated above can be carried
out sequentially; for example, junction defi-
nition followed by specific metallization of
the unprotected junction’s arms and colloid
localization at the junction represent three
levels of lithography. Molecular lithography
can be applied to other DNA-programmed
constructs (e.g., for mechanical applications).
The resist function provided by the RecA
protein can most likely be extended to oper-
ations other than metallization, because the
protein apparently blocks the access of even
small molecules (Ag ions in the present case)
to the DNA substrate.
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Global Distribution of Neutrons
from Mars: Results from Mars

Odyssey
W. C. Feldman,1* W. V. Boynton,2 R. L. Tokar,1
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Global distributions of thermal, epithermal, and fast neutron fluxes have been
mapped during late southern summer/northern winter using the Mars Odyssey
Neutron Spectrometer. These fluxes are selectively sensitive to the vertical and
lateral spatial distributions of H and CO2 in the uppermostmeter of themartian
surface. Poleward of �60° latitude is terrain rich in hydrogen, probably H2O ice
buried beneath tens of centimeter-thick hydrogen-poor soil. The central portion
of the north polar cap is covered by a thick CO2 layer, as is the residual south
polar cap. Portions of the low to middle latitudes indicate subsurface deposits
of chemically and/or physically bound H2O and/or OH.

Neutron spectroscopy can be used to survey
planetary bodies for hydrogen (1). The epi-
thermal neutron energy range (0.4 to about
500 keV) is most sensitive for this purpose.
Measurements of thermal (�0.4 eV) and epi-
thermal neutron fluxes also provide unique
information about the existence and thickness
of deposits of CO2 (2). Such deposits are
expected to cover both martian polar caps
during their respective winter months (3–5),
and CO2 is also thought to blanket the resid-
ual south polar cap of Mars (5–7).

A component of the Gamma-Ray Spec-
trometer (GRS) aboard Mars Odyssey is the
Neutron Spectrometer (NS) (8, 9). For the
purposes of our initial global survey of neu-

trons produced by Galactic cosmic rays that
leak away from Mars, we used data collected
between 20 March and 18 April 2002, cov-
ering areocentric Sun longitudes between
about 345° and 360° (late in southern sum-
mer/northern winter). An estimation of the
abundance and stratigraphy of hydrogen near
the south martian pole using gamma-ray and
neutron data is presented separately (10).

The NS consists of a cubical block of
boron-loaded plastic scintillator that is seg-
mented into four individual prism-shaped
sensors (9). During mapping, the four sensors
are oriented with one facing down toward
Mars, one facing in the forward direction
nearly along the spacecraft’s velocity vector
(Vsc), one facing backward, nearly antiparal-
lel to Vsc, and one facing upward (11). The
difference in counting rates between the
forward- and backward-facing sensors is a re-
liable estimate of the counting rate across the
thermal energy band because the backward
sensor measures the epithermal and space-
craft components. The downward-facing sen-
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sor is covered by cadmium. The combination
of its orientation relative to Mars and its
position on the spacecraft provides it with
optimal sensitivity to epithermal neutrons
from Mars, with minimal neutron back-
ground from the spacecraft.

We used 25.7 days of mapping-orbit data
in the present survey of neutrons from Mars.
Maps of thermal neutrons were constructed
using the difference in counting rates due to
the 10B(n,�)7Li reaction registered by the
front- and back-facing sensors. Maps of epi-
thermal neutrons show counts measured by
the downward, cadmium-covered sensor.
Maps of fast neutrons show the counts regis-
tered in the lowest channel of fast-neutron
pulse-height spectra. (9). All four sensors
were summed, yielding a measure of the
combined count rate of fast neutrons coming
from Mars and the spacecraft. The count rates
shown in the maps are proportional to the
flux of neutrons leaking from the surface.

The flux of thermal neutrons is highest
north of about �80° latitude (Figs. 1 and 2,
top). This flux distribution is nearly symmet-
ric around the north pole but has a small
equatorial extension that is centered at 330°
east longitude. This zone of maximum ther-
mal flux intensity is surrounded by an annu-
lus of relative minimum intensity (blue color
in the maps) that extends equatorward to

about �55°, with a maximum equatorial ex-
cursion to about �45° latitude between 120°
and 285° east longitudes (Figs. 1 and 2, top).

The thermal flux intensity is also low
south of about –55° latitude. There is a small
enhancement of thermal flux that is centered
at about –87° latitude, between about 325°
and 345° east longitude. The large-scale re-
duction in thermal flux at the south pole has
a small equatorward extension to about –50°
latitude centered at about 105° east longitude.
An overview of the equatorial portions of the
thermal maps shows only small relative
variations.

The epithermal maps (Figs. 1 and 2, mid-
dle) show discrete regions of low fluxes. The
south-polar region is delineated by a low flux
that exists poleward of –60° latitude but ex-
tends equatorward to about –50° latitude, be-
tween about 75° and 130° east longitude.
Although most of the north-polar region also
has low epithermal fluxes, a relative mini-
mum occurs near �60° latitude, between
about 205° and 275° east longitude. A glo-
bally similar pattern of epithermal neutron
flux is measured using the High Energy Neu-
tron Detector (12).

Equatorward of �45°, distinct regions of
high and low fluxes can be seen. The highest
epithermal fluxes come from just north of

Argyre Basin and in Solis Planum. Regions
of enhanced hydrogen abundance correspond
to relative minima in the epithermal flux.
They occur in: (i) a broad region southwest of
Olympus Mons, extending to, and arcing
southward and westward around Elysium
Mons; (ii) a broad area that extends between
–30° and �35° latitude and between 355o and
50o east longitude; (iii) a small region cen-
tered on �5° latitude between 310° and 330°
east longitude; (iv) a region centered on –7°
latitude between 270° and 292° east longi-
tude; and (v) a small region centered at �32°
latitude and 317° east longitude.

The fast neutron maps on the bottom in
Figs. 1 and 2 also show flux variations. Two
salient differences, as compared to the epith-
ermal maps are: (i) the north polar region
above �60° latitude has a low flux in the fast
neutron maps, whereas the central portion of
the northern cap shows an increase in the
epithermal flux; and (ii) variations in fast
neutron fluxes equatorward of �60° latitude
are lower than those for epithermal neutrons.
The similarity of the fast and epithermal
maps is quantified in the scatter plot of fast
neutron versus epithermal counting rates
shown in Fig. 3. A linear regression fits the
data well; the correlation coefficient is R �
0.84.

   

  
 

 
 

   

  
 

 
 

   

  
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Polar maps of thermal
(top), epithermal (middle), and
fast (bottom) neutron counting
rates presented in stereographic
projection as seen from above
the south (left column) and
north (right column) poles of
Mars, respectively. The outer-
most circular contour at the
north (right) and south (left)
poles is at �45o latitude, respec-
tively.

 

  
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Global maps of thermal (top), epither-
mal (middle), and fast (bottom) neutron
counting rates. The maps are given in pseudo-
cylindrical Robinson projection, and the data
are binned into equal-area (1.4 	 104 km2)
spatial pixels, equivalent to about 2° 	 2° at
the equator. The color scales of all three maps
are in units of counts s
1.
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A comparison of the range of thermal,
epithermal, and fast neutron flux intensities
observed at Mars (Fig. 4) shows that the flux
of fast neutrons varies the least. The maxi-
mum-to-minimum fast neutron flux ratio for
Mars is 2.3, which is much larger than that
for the Moon, which is 1.3 (13). Similarly,
the ranges of thermal- and epithermal-neu-
tron fluxes from Mars span a factor of 7.2 and
9.2, respectively, whereas that of the Moon
spans a factor of 3 and 1.12, respectively.
(13–15).

The large divergence between the lunar
and martian epithermal flux histograms and
the strong correlation between fast and epi-
thermal neutron fluxes have only one plausi-
ble interpretation—the surface of Mars is
richer in hydrogen than that of the Moon.
Both epithermal and fast flux components are
reduced when hydrogen is present because of
a reduction in average atomic mass of surface
soils (16) and an increase in moderation ef-
ficiency by hydrogen (2, 17). The fact that a
single parameter characterizes the correlation
between fast and epithermal neutrons on
Mars (the slope of a linear regression) points
to a single cause of the relation. In fact, a
similar regression for the Moon yields a neg-
ative slope and a very poor correlation coef-
ficient, R � 0.32. This conclusion is support-
ed by the detection by the GRS of a strong
2.223-MeV gamma-ray line south of –60°
latitude on Mars (10).

A quantitative relation between hydrogen
abundance and epithermal counting rates de-
pends on the distribution of hydrogen abun-
dance with depth below the surface [see fig.
11 of (2)]. We can, in principal, sort through
possible layered models by analyzing all
three energy ranges of measured neutron flux
intensities and the measured intensity of hy-
drogen neutron-capture gamma rays at 2.223

MeV (10). Burial of a thick hydrogen-rich
soil below a thin hydrogen-poor dust layer
reduces the flux of epithermal and fast neu-
trons, reduces the unscattered 2.223-MeV
gamma-ray line intensity, and induces a dou-
ble-valued trend in the flux of thermal neu-
trons with increasing depth of burial (2). As
the depth of burial increases, the leakage flux
of thermal neutrons first decreases, then
reaches a minimum, and finally increases
back to the flux that is characteristic of the
thick dust soil (2). In contrast, the intensity of
thermal neutron leakage flux from a single
thick surface deposit of hydrogen increases
with increasing hydrogen content before de-
creasing below the flux characteristic of the
soil with no hydrogen.

Both martian polar regions have enhanced
hydrogen content (Figs. 1 and 2). In the
south, where it was summer when the data
were accumulated, all three energy ranges of
neutron flux begin decreasing from their
equatorial plateau southward of between –50°
and –55° latitude. In the north, where it was
winter, all three fluxes begin to decrease
northward of about �50° latitude. The neu-
tron data at high latitudes can be explained
readily by the presence of near-surface water
ice. The martian regolith has been formed by
impact, eolian, and other processes and may
be porous and permeable. Ice can condense
and persist in regolith pores if the water vapor
partial pressure and the maximum annual
temperature permit ice stability. If the ob-
served martian mean atmospheric water va-
por is mixed uniformly over the lower atmo-
sphere, then subsurface pore ice that is in
diffusive contact with the atmosphere will be
stable on annual time scales wherever the
temperature is always below about 200 K
(18). Thermal calculations show that this
condition will be met below depths of just a

few tens of centimeters poleward of �60°
latitude (18–20), consistent with our observa-
tions. Subsurface ice at present times can also
be a remnant of polar-cap glaciers that were
more extensive during previous epochs.

Neither the north nor the south hydrogen
epithermal fluxes are symmetric around their
respective poles. The equatorial extension of
the fluxes was predicted from time-dependent
models of the thermal and diffusive behavior
of ice in the martian regolith (19) and was
predicted to be observable in measured leak-
age neutron fluxes (2). This agreement fur-
ther supports the idea that these enhanced
hydrogen deposits near both martian poles
are due to subsurface water ice.

The thermal and epithermal fluxes in-
crease as both poles are approached. Simula-
tions (2) show that this rise in both fluxes is
the signature of a CO2 ice cap that covers the
underlying hydrogen-rich soil. This rise can-
not be due to a subsurface water-ice rich layer
that approaches the surface with increasing
latitude, because that would result in an in-
crease in thermal neutrons and a decrease in
epithermal neutrons, contrary to what is ob-
served. The larger increase at the north pole,
then, corresponds to seasonal CO2 frost that
precipitates out of the atmosphere to cover
the polar cap during winter (3–7), and the
smaller increase at the south corresponds to
the CO2 ice that covers the residual south-
polar cap. This last association is confirmed
by the offset from the actual south pole of the
increase at thermal energies, coincident with
the center of the south polar residual cap. The
thickness of the CO2 frost cap in the north is
also not symmetric around the pole. It is
greatest in both the thermal and epithermal
polar maps at about 330° east longitude. This
location corresponds to the topographically
lowest part of the north-polar region (near
Chasma Borealis), and hence the densest por-
tion of the overlying CO2 atmosphere. One
might expect enhanced CO2 frost precipita-
tion under these conditions (21).

The neutron maps reveal variations in the
concentration of hydrogen at middle to low
latitudes. One prominent region of relatively
high hydrogen concentration covers a large
fraction of Arabia Terra and extends into
Terra Meridiani and Xanthe Terra to the
south and west. Another encircles both Ama-
zonis and Elysium Planitia to the south. Rel-
ative minima in the epithermal neutron map
are centered on the deepest and widest por-
tion of Valles Marineris near the equator
between 270° and 300° east longitude, and
just north of �30° latitude at about 315° east
longitude, at the mouth of Kasei Valles.

The concentrations of H2O-equivalent hy-
drogen implied by NS observations at low to
mid latitudes can be estimated by comparing
thermal and epithermal counting rates mea-
sured there with those at a location on Mars
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Fig. 3. Scatter plot of fast and epithermal neu-
trons for each equal-area pixel in Fig. 1. The
straight line is the best-fitting linear regression,
having a correlation coefficient of R � 0.84.

Fig. 4. Histograms of fast (red), thermal (blue),
and epithermal (black) neutron counting rates.
Lunar histograms of fast and epithermal
neutrons have been normalized to martian
counting rates and plotted over their respective
martian histograms (thin lines). For ease of
comparison, the lunar fast measurements were
scaled to have a maximum occurrence per
equal-area pixel of 2000, and those of the
epithermal measurements were scaled to 650.
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where we have reasonable ground-proof
knowledge of the hydrogen content of surface
soils. For this purpose, we chose the site of
Viking 1, for which we adopt the water-
equivalent hydrogen abundance from (22) of
1%. Our result for Arabia Terra is 3.8 � 0.6
and 3.5 � 0.5% at –15° latitude between 180°
to 210° east longitude. If the chlorine abun-
dance of surface soils is constant at equatorial
latitudes within a factor of 3, then the mea-
sured depression in thermal neutron fluxes
within these hydrogen-rich terranes implies a
burial depth of about 25 to 30 g/cm2 below
hydrogen-poor soil. We therefore suspect that
the variations in hydrogen concentration seen
at these latitudes may primarily reflect geo-
graphic variations in the amount of chemical-
ly and/or physically bound H2O and/or OH
by minerals buried beneath a 15- to 20-cm-
thick hydrogen-poor dust layer.

The near-surface martian regolith is expect-
ed to be a mix of unweathered and weathered
materials. The unweathered material may be
relatively coarse-grained and mostly igneous in
origin, whereas weathered material may be
mostly fine-grained and dominated by some
mixture of palagonite and clays. The ratio of
weathered to unweathered material, as well as
the dominant grain size, may depend sensitively
on what geologic processes have been most
important in modifying the upper regolith on
regional scales. For example, regions of net
accumulation of windblown dust may be richer
in fine-grained weathered material than are re-
gions of net erosion.

The hydrogen content of such a regolith
could be high and quite variable on regional
scales. Infrared (IR) spectroscopic observa-
tions of Mars have provided clear evidence of
either chemically or physically bound water
in the IR-sensed surface, with concentrations
of a few tenths of a percent to a few percent
(23). The Viking GCMS experiment showed
evidence for at least 1% chemically bound
water in near-surface soil (22). Palagonite
and clays can both contain substantial
amounts of chemically bound water. And
because fine-grained materials—clays in par-
ticular—have high specific surface areas,
such materials can readily host several per-
cent or more of adsorbed H2O under martian
near-surface conditions. So, although our
data do not rule out the possibility of subsur-
face ice deposits at low to middle latitudes,
they do not require them. We suspect instead
that the NS data from these latitudes may be
revealing the quantity of physically and
chemically bound hydrogen in the upper tens
of centimeters of martian soil that is buried
beneath a 15- to 20-cm-thick layer of hydro-
gen-poor soil. Important sources of the ob-
served geographic variability may include re-
gional variations in regolith grain size and in
the ratio of weathered to unweathered mate-
rial over these depths.
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Maps of Subsurface Hydrogen
from the High Energy Neutron

Detector, Mars Odyssey
I. Mitrofanov,1 D. Anfimov,1 A. Kozyrev,1 M. Litvak,1 A. Sanin,1

V. Tret’yakov,1 A. Krylov,2 V. Shvetsov,2 W. Boynton,3

C. Shinohara,3 D. Hamara,3 R. S. Saunders4

After 55 days of mapping by the High Energy Neutron Detector onboard Mars
Odyssey, we found deficits of high-energy neutrons in the southern highlands
and northern lowlands of Mars. These deficits indicate that hydrogen is con-
centrated in the subsurface. Modeling suggests that water ice–rich layers that
are tens of centimeters in thickness provide one possible fit to the data.

Some gullies on the surface of Mars have
been attributed to recent water seepage and
surface runoffs (1). To understand the hydro-
logical processes on Mars that form surface
features such as the gullies, we need to iden-
tify where water might exist. There is a small
amount, column density �10
3 g/cm2, of
water vapor in the atmosphere (2), and sur-
face water ice is present only at the polar caps
of Mars (3–5). Measurements of secondary
neutrons produced by cosmic rays from Mars
provide a direct test for hydrogen-bearing
species. A deficit of high-energy neutrons at
some regions on Mars may indicate the pres-
ence of water in the subsurface, because neu-
trons become moderated down to thermal
energies in the presence of hydrogen.

Because Mars lacks a magnetic field and

has a thin atmosphere, cosmic rays propagate
to and interact with the surface. As a result of
the cosmic ray bombardment, a large number
of secondary neutrons are produced within a
subsurface layer 1 to 2 m thick (6–8). These
neutrons interact with nuclei of atoms of the
subsurface material, producing emission of
gamma-ray lines (8). Each chemical element
has a unique set of these lines, so that gam-
ma-ray spectroscopy can identify the compo-
sition of the martian subsurface.

Photons of nuclear gamma-ray lines are
emitted by inelastic scattering reactions of
high-energy neutrons and by capture reac-
tions of low-energy neutrons. Therefore, the
intensity of gamma-ray lines depends on the
elemental compositions of the subsurface and
on the spectrum and flux of neutrons. Thus,
knowledge of the spectral density of neutrons
is a necessary condition for determination of
the elemental abundance by the method of
gamma-ray spectroscopy. However, the ener-
gy spectrum of leakage neutrons also depends
on the composition of subsurface material. A
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